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A chance meeting or was the universe just delivering what I was searching for? I was in a crowded

cafe at lunchtime enjoying some minestrone soup and whilst pondering the elements that made it so

good, my table shot to the left and the soup exited on the right. The culprit, an expensive suit

apologized and ordered me another. I tried to make polite conversation but sitting down with his

colleague; he made it clear that conversation was not on the cards. I admit I was eaves dropping, I

had to, they were talking about the markets and trading was currently not going well for me. I was

just about to try my luck at gleaning some information when one suit said to the other â€œOK so the

deal is this, you do not act today in one, you assist if needed, and thatâ€™s all. Blue will be setting

up from 2-3:30 news at 2.30 you step in at about 46 and pick up the stragglers, OK?â€• â€œYes, got

itâ€• the other suit replied, â€œNow lunch and no more work talkâ€•. They drifted off into talking about

boats and my courage to interrupt faded. Soup finished I decided to go and see the London Stock

Exchange building before heading back home. I got lost on the way but eventually I was standing in

front of the building when I heard a familiar voice, I turned to see Mr Minestrone, as I now like to call

him. He looked dead at me with a very surprised expression, which then turned to what I can only

describe as a glare as he brushed past. He then looked again over his shoulder as he entered the

LSE building. That was the last I ever saw of Mr Minestrone and although I did not realise it at the

time he was to be the most influential person I have ever met regarding trading the markets.

However, it would be several more years before the overheard words of Mr Minestrone would

change my life forever. A word of warning! What you are about to read is going to possibly shock

you, and for certain, many of your currently held beliefs about how markets work are going to be left

in tatters. You are about to discover the real market, a market that few traders rarely ever get to truly

understand and I estimate less than 1% of the general public have a notion of. Untruths, corruption,

misdirection and manipulation are the contents of the great murder mysteries novels. The financial

markets contain the same ingredients. This book is written for the traders who have tried all the

systems, the patterns, the indicators, the strategies, listened to the gurus on expensive courses and

spent the normal $97.00 for the rehashed trading secrets only to once again be disappointed. This

book is for the trader who has reached the point where they know something is wrong with the way

trading is presented and are ready to get off the merry go round of madness. The trader who is

ready to start developing a solid trading future based on the never changing rules of the market

makers. How to use the information on this book. The way to use the information contained is to

observe the book contents as they are executed by the market makers in your charts. Next, return

to the book and break down the three phases into the three distinct areas that you will have



observed in your charts. It will take you no longer than 3-4 days to observe and then understand

exactly what is going on for each and every market move. Now you will be starting to read your

charts from the INSIDE out instead of the outside in. Now you can start to trade with the confidence

that you have full understanding of what the market is going to do next as it heads towards the profit

release phase of the market makers that you will be joining.
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As with any book aimed at improving one's success in the financial markets, I would prefer to rate

and review this book in proportion to the financial increase of the reader after application of the

work's lessons. However, this is often not possible after completing the read, but only after

significant understanding and implementation the content.This reader's review, therefore, is NOT

based on financial increase (or decrease) gained after reading the book. Rather, this review is

based only on the book itself, and again, not on its application.Mr. Cole presents a good high level

analysis of his views regarding market forces and their impact on the beliefs and behaviors of retail

traders and, consequently, on price activity. The analysis is partnered with good analogies to

increase understanding. In this reader's opinion, the bulk of the book is well worth the price, and

does well in accomplishing something difficult to pull off in the first place, and that is understanding

activity that is not easily visible to the public eye.The book does have a few shortcomings though

that are ultimately minor, but noted to assist others in gaining an education of financial markets:*

The book is written in a very conversation style and is an "easy read", but the editing is sometimes

lacking, where run-on sentences or obvious lack of punctuation forces the reader to re-read many



passages.* The book assumes the reader is already familiar with many financial terms and

concepts, even as far as the title words "market maker", whose role and function in the market is

never really defined, although a glossary is provided at the end of the book to give a little more

treatment.* The most frustrating part of this book for this reader (which may be insignificant to other

readers) is the "overheard conversation" that opens the book. Like any good plot, the reader is left

hanging throughout the book, expecting the interpretation of the conversation to be revealed at any

moment. However, there is no closure to this by the end of the book, and this reader was left

wondering what the whole point of that conversation was in the first place, and why it had such an

impact on the writer.Those blemishes aside, this book is informative and the author is a thoughtful

and accomplished educator. It is well worth the face value and, if the concepts help you to achieve

greater financial success in the markets, then its worth could much, much greater.

Let me start by saying that not too long ago, I butted heads with Martin Cole over some of his

responses here. The combination of One Star reviews and his responses kept me from buying the

book.Later, after finding a market situation in the S&P 500 e-mini that was clearly a manipulation, I

decided to give his ideas a chance.IÃ¢Â€Â™m glad I did and I recommend this book to all

traders.ItÃ¢Â€Â™s an easy read but the key word is READ. You canÃ¢Â€Â™t skim it, scan it or

review it. It has to be read carefully because many important ideas are buried in the writing. You

have to study the illustrations carefully. If you do that, the light will go on.I strongly disagree with

those who say Ã¢Â€Âœno method is offered.Ã¢Â€Â• It absolutely is. I was finding

ACCUMULATION-MANIPULATION-PROFIT RELEASE areas immediately.The book does pitch his

software in one chapter which I personally did not like. I donÃ¢Â€Â™t like paying for a book and

having something else up-sold to me. On the other hand, itÃ¢Â€Â™s not like Cole is the first author

in this business to do that.I think itÃ¢Â€Â™s also very clear that this is the tip of the iceberg and if

you want the complete Martin Cole method, you have to buy his course. But anyone with common

sense can take just whatÃ¢Â€Â™s in this book and use it to trade or at least recognize areas where

you should NOT trade.Overall delivery of the book via Kindle was fine. Price is fine. I got my

moneyÃ¢Â€Â™s worth. I recommend the book to any trader, new or experienced.

This book points out a very important point in trading: know your opponent's strategy first before you

plan your own strategy to counter. I have been studying the market and paper trading for a while. I

have taken a lot of technical analysis courses. But so far I am not convinced that the markets are

natural or mechanical systems that the price movements follow some natural laws like Fibonacci,



Pitch and Fork or Eliot Waves. This book points out that the price movements are the results of

human manipulations or interventions. Chart patterns are the forms but not the content. By looking

at the price actions on charts in many financial markets and listening to the description of this book

and free You Tube videos by Martin, I am convinced that the price movements we see in charts are

the foot prints of these manipulations.

I had already begun paper trading currencies using the trading philosophy first taught (apparently)

by Martin Cole when I found this e-book. I had watched his training videos on YouTube and had

entered a educational institute in the US which teaches a similar trading strategy (fx365i.com). I

recommend this book as a more concise and very effective alternative to his lectures. My only prior

experience with trading had been as a technical commodities trader in the mid-nineties, before

online trading, of course. I was skeptical about his belief that the markets are so thoroughly

manipulated by the major players. After several months, however, I can say that I can successfully

trade the Forex (short-term) by reading and following the Market Maker Methods. The trades don't

come as often as I might like - more like trend trading - and learning to bail out of bad trades early

has been an important part of becoming successful, but it is much simpler than technical OR

fundamental analysis, and can be learned relatively easily and quickly.
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